It is well known that a homogeneous space X of a complex semi-simple Lie group GC by a Borel subgroup B is a compact complex Kahler manifold. A compact form Gu of GC also operates transitively on X and so X can be considered as a homogeneous space of Gu. This manifold was studied profoundly by Borel [1], Borel-Hirzebruch
It is well known that a homogeneous space X of a complex semi-simple Lie group GC by a Borel subgroup B is a compact complex Kahler manifold. A compact form Gu of GC also operates transitively on X and so X can be considered as a homogeneous space of Gu. This manifold was studied profoundly by Borel [1] , Borel-Hirzebruch [2] , Bott [3] , and by Kostant [15] .. This manifold is intimately related to the theory of finite dimensional representations of Gu (or of GC). On the other hand, Gelf and and Graev [11] paid attention to that since it is also very important for the theory of unitary representations of a non compact real form G of GC which is a real semi simple Lie group. They studied the orbits of G in X when G is of AI-type (or of AIII-type) and, in fact, they showed that one can construct some new irreducible unitary representations of G, so-called "discrete series" in their sense, which are realized on some suitable spaces of functions on these orbits [12] .
In this paper we shall show that, in general, the space of the double cosets B\GC'/G is finite, i. e. the number of the G-orbits in X is finite. In several examples, we shall calculate the number of G-orbits.
In particular,, open orbits in X seem very interesting.
These are complex manifolds on which G operates holomorphically, and can be considered as homogeneous spaces of G by its Cartan subgroups.
It seems to be interesting to determine whether they are Stein manifolds or not, and further to study the structure of their cohomologies, because these properties have a close connection with representations of G. The methodd which I have made use of is essentially the same as that of Suldin in [12] .
In § 1, we first prove that the subgroup of all elements are fixed by an. anti-linear involutive automorphism of a connected, simply connected complex. semi-simple group, which derives easily from the well known Cartan's theoremm on symmetric spaces.
The decomposition theorem of Bruhat-Chevalley deduces. the theorem (Theorem 1)
Let GC be a connected complex semi-simple groin, o be an anti-linear involutive automorphism of GC, b be the set of all elements g of G which satisfy Q(g)=g+1. For an arbitrary Borel subgroup of Ge, there exists a finite subset ?P' of such that any element g of P can be written g= b • g1 • a(b)1, where b is in B, g1 is an element of ¶. This is a generalization of Suldin's result. Let o be the set of all elements of the form g . Q(g)1 where g is an arbitrary element in Gc. Obviously, Po is contained in 0. But it is not obvious if ~o coincides with & In 2 we show that, in general, ~o does iot coincides with P and this problem has a close relation with the classification of real semi-simple Lie groups. For the real form G which Q determines, the double coset B\GC/G is finite. This is the main result of § 3.
G operates on the flag manifold B\G We show that open G-orbits in this manifold are all isomorphic with A\G where A is a fundamental Cartan subgroup of G. It is known that A\G has a complex structure, and moreover it has a canonical holomorphic imbedding in this way. This is a generalization of Harish-Chandra's theory (see [9] ). The double coset space B\GC/G has a close connection with the conjugate classes of Cartan subgroups of A. This approach was obtained by H. Matsumoto (unpublished) . In § 4, we show several examples when GC is of simple classical type and shall count the number of double cosets Professor N. Iwahori has kindly given me many useful advices. In particular Lemma 3' which is a generalization of Chevalley's theorem was communicated to me by him. Owing to this lemma, the proof of Theorem 1 has become much simpler and I have been able to formulate it in more general situation than I have expected. I must be grateful to Mr. T. Yokonuma and Mr. M. Takeuchi who have helped me in many points. §1.
Let g be a non-compact real semi-simple Lie algebra, c be its complexification, 6 be an involutive semi-linear automorphism of gC defined by Then 8 transforms g into itself. 6 = 6 I g is an involutive automorphism of g. and gu are decomposed in the following way :
~u=+4V/-1, where = q n 1u, p = g n V-1. It is a Cartan decomposition. Let GC be a connected, complex semi-simple Lie group with the Lie algebra gC. We assume i can be extended to an automorphism of GC. We define a subgroup G of GC : G= {g~ GC ; d(g)=g}.
Obviously the Lie algebra of G is g. G may not be connected.
If GC is simply connected, o can be extended uniquely to an automorphism of GC.
NOTATIONS. Let g be the Lie algebra of a Lie group G, and 15 be a subalgebra of g, then there exists a unique analytic subgroup H of G corresponding to 1. It is denoted by Hcin G or simply by Hclj. We shall frequently make use of this notation. LEMMA 1. (Cartan) Let Gu be a simply connected compact semi-simple group, c u be its Lie algebra. We consider an involution i on c corresponding to a non-compact real semi-simple algebra. Then gu is decomposed as follows : where ={X9;a(X)=X}, p={XEgu;a(X)=-X} U is extended uniquely to an automorphism of Gu. Let K~ in G. Then K= {x Gu; a(x) = x}, that is, the subgroup of 6-fixed elements is connected. For the proof see Helgason [13] , p. 272 Theorem 7.2. LEMMA 2. Let GC be a simply connected complex semi-simple Lie group, Gu be its maximal compact subgroup, which is simply connected, as well known. Let GC ~g C, Gu ~u, K~ as in Lemma 1. Then the subgroup G of Q-fixed elements of GC is connected.
PROOF. It is well known that GC = Gu • exp (/-1c) (unique expression). The map exp : /1c-* exp ~/-i g is a diffeomorphism. Obviously Gun G K. Let g= u • exp X (u Gu, X '/-1c) be an element of G. Then Q(g) = Q(u) • Q(exp X) = u • exp X. On the other hand we have v(Gu) = Gu, 3(exp s-i gu) = exp /-1 gu. Therefore 6(u) = u, 6(exp X) = exp X. By Lemma 1, we have u K, a(X) = X and X n ~/-1 au =p. We have proved thus G C K • exp p. But K • exp p is connected and is contained in G. Therefore we obtain finally G = K • exp p.
Let GC be a connected complex semi-simple group with GC-gC, and G2,. a maximal compact subgroup with Gu -gu. Then Gu is connected. Let T be a maximal torus of Gu with Tit.
Then t is a Cartan subalgebra of g . Its complexification tC is a Cartan subalgebra of g . Let tCc AC and B be a Borel subgroup of GC containing AC. Let fl(T) be the normalizes of T in Gu. W = 12(T )/T is a finite group (Weyl group) and operates on t as linear trans-formations via the adjoint representation.
For each w E W, we choose once for all a representative element w in J2(T ), and denote it by w = w(w). Then one has the Bruhat decomposition: LEMMA 3.
(1) GC = U B • w(w) • B (disjoint sum).
w =W
For the proof, see [4] . We need a more precise decomposition which is essentially the same as the Chevalley's [5] . Let V--1 t=I)R. We denote its dual (over R) by fjR, which is identified as the real part of the dual space (tC)* of tC (over C). We consid er two orderings 01 and 02 on I. For A E (tC)* and w E W we define w(A) E (tC)* by w(A) (H) = A(w-1(H)), H E tC .
Then for any a E d, one has Adw • (CEa) = CEw(a) with w = w(w). We put P2(w) = {a E P2, w(a) E P1} (4) P211(w) = {a E P2, w(a) E -P1} n2(w) = CE, n2 (w) = CEa, cEP2(w) cEP2' (w) then n2 = n2(w)+n2 (w) (direct sum), and n2(w), n2 (w) are subalgebras of n2 . Put b1 = tC +ni , b2 = tC +n2 .
Let B1 c 1,1, B2 c b2, Ni c nC, N2 -n2 , Ne(w) r ne(w), N2 (w) i n~'(w). Then N2 =N2(w) • N2'(w) which is a unique factorization, i. e. N2(w)nN2'(w)= {1}. LEMMA 3'.
i. e. the map B1 XN2'(w)--~ B1w(w)N2 (w) defined by (b, n)-~ bw(w)n is bijective.
For the proof see [5] .
and o, o, a, o be defined as before. Let fj be a Cartan subalgebra which is invariant by 8. Then _ tj~+bp (direct sum), th _ t) _ ) n P, bu = +/-1 ~ is a Cartan subalgebra of gu, 1R = +Llp and ~C = C is a Cartan subalgebra of gC. Let GC be a connected complex semi-simple Lie group in which d is defined and G be the subgroup of GC consisting of all Q-fixed elements. We remark that G need not be connected. We fix an order on fj~ and we denote the root system of gC with respect to ~jC by d, and positive roots by P. Thus gC = E CEa+ 2 CE-a+ LlC . Hence from Q(n2)1 = Q(n1)1 follows 6(n2)-1 = wln'w11, n2 is an element of Nf(w) and therefore n2= n32, for a suitable n3 Nf (w). Substituting n2 by n32, we obtain Q(n3)-2 = win32wi 1= (win3wj1)2, where Q(n3) NC, w1n3wj 1 NC. Since the correspondence between nC and NC is bijective, we have a(n3)-1= win3w11. Thus n = Q(n1)-lw1n'2w1-1, g = Q(n1y 1 w1n'2w1-swan1 -= Q(n1)-1w1n'w1-1 w13 n'w1-1 • wan 3 3 3 1 = 6(n1)-1&(nlwinani, where a(n3n1)-1 E NC.
We put z = Q(n3n1)-1, then we have g = z • wa&(z)-1, which we had to prove. wa in (8) must satisfy Then bu = ~u +hu is a direct sum. Let lju c Tw, lj, Tw. Then T = Tw • Tw, where Tw n Tw may be non-trivial.
We also define two subgroups `Tw and `Tw as follows :
I `Tw = { t E T ; Q(t) = wtw-1 } (13) `Tw = {t E T ; Q(t) = wt-lw-1} . The set of elements H~ which satisfy (15) is finite which may be empty,y t = exp H. is contained in Tw and satisfies t2 = a0. If t and t1 (elements of Tw) satisfy P = t1= a0, then (16) (t tl 1)2 =1, t ti 1 E Tw and t ti 1 E 'T;.
Conversely, suppose t tl 1 E `Tw, then t2 = ti. If t, t1 E T, satisfy wt = awU(a)-1 for a suitable element a E AC, then (17) t -t1 mod T;.
More generally, suppose that
for b E B, w = co(w), wt = w(w1), t E T,, t1 E T 1 which satisfy t2 = a0, ti = a and ao 1= Q(w)w, al 1= o(w1)w1. By (6), w =w1 and so w = w1. Therefore Tw = T,, ao = a1. Let b = na, n E NC, a E AC, then (18) is rewritten as follows
Let o(n)-1= nin2', n1 NI(w), n2' E NI (w) as in Proposition 1. Then wt = nawt1 Q(a)-1nln~ = nw'n;w'-1. w'nf where w' = awt1Q(a)-1. Here nw'niw'-1 is containedd in NC and n~ E Nf'(w). By Proposition 1 nw'niw'-1=1, wt= w', nf' =1 and wt = awt16(a)-1 (a E AC). By (17) t ; t1 mod Tw .
We Therefore we can take w1= w(w1) and 6(wo)wawo 1= o(wo)wwo 1woawo 1= wla1 where w1= woawo 1. The decomposition T = Tw Tw is isomorphic to the decomposition T = TiTwl.
2. The relation between "P and P0.
Obviously P We consider the problem whether P coincides with 'P or not?
Let g be a real semi-simple Lie algebra, g = +p be a Cartan decomposition and B be an involution automorphism determining this decomposition: 0(X+ Y) = X-Y for X , Y E p. Let G be a connected real semi-simple Lie group with finite centre corresponding to 9. Let Kc l in G. K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let P = exp p, then G = K • P is a Mostow decomposition. Let lj be a 0-invariant Cartan subalgebra of g. Then b _ +b (t = ~~ _ n p) is a direct sum. We define ~. = bR = 4/-1 u and t)C (the complexification of i ). We also define the dual spaces lj~ (over R) and (LIC)* (over C) of l)R and if respectively. I can be identified with (f)*. We :introduce the order of t R as follows: We take the orders of (t))* and ~(~/-lll i)* and define the order of (bC)*, compatible with those of (j)* and (4/-J1)* as follows, (21) llR32>O=21lj,>O or AIlj~=O and 2~~/-llj >O.
;Let d be a root-system of c with respect to f, and ,4~ be the set of positive root: di (or do) be the set of positive roots a such that a lj, > 0 (or a 1 ll~ = 0 and a "l-1l,>0). Then d~=di tJdo. Let n _ CEa, n.=n+ng, iIC aEdi ~} (CEa+CE_a)+l)i, where I is the complexification of t and m = mC n g. is an analytic diffeomorphism.
ii) The map Kxm~xA~xN~--G defined by
is an analytic diffeomorphism. For the proof see [10] . We apply this lemma to GC itself in the following situation. Put exp (/i11 gu) = P. Then P • P n Gu = {1}. For, suppose p, p1 E P such that pp1 E Gu, then e(pp1) = pp1, e(p)e(p1) = pp1, p-1p 1= PP, therefore p2 = P? and p-1= p1 i, e. pp1=1. Thus we have proved : u-1vQ(u) =1, m&(m)1 =1, no(n)-1 =1 and
We define subsets of Gu :
It is well known that Do coincides with the totally geodesic submanifold exp and is a compact symmetric space [14] . We have proved: PROPOSITION 5. 0 n ~o = e0, that is, if any element u of Cu satisfies u = g 6(g)-' for a suitable g of GC, then there exists v of Cu such that u = v • a(v)1 and therefore u can be written exp Y for a suitable Y E COROLLARY. In order that tP _ P may hold, it is necessary and sufficient that &=E.
Proof follows from Theorem 1 and Proposition 5. LEMMA 5. Let G be a compact, connected Lie group. i) Let S be a toral subgroup of G. Suppose a is an element of G which commutes with each member of S. Then there exists a torus T such that T a and TS.
ii) Any maximal torus of G is conjugate with each other. For the proof see [13] , p 212 and p 247. Let g be any compact semi-simple Lie algebra, G' be the automorphism group of g, G be the connected component of G' containing the identity. As is well known, G' is a compact group, G is a normal subgroup of G' and [G': G]<c.
Let T be a maximal torus of G, its Lie algebra be l. We put L/R = /-1 j. Let N' (or N) be a normalizer of T in G' (or in G respectively). W' = N'/T and W = NiT are both finite groups which operate on i R as rotation groups with respect to the Killing form of gu. W is a normal subgroup of W', and G' is decomposed into connected components:
(27) G' = G+w1G+ ... +ws-1G . LEMMA 6. For each i 0 <__ i <_ s-1, any element g of w2G is conjugate to some element of wzT i with respect to G, that is, there exists g1 E G and e E w1Ti such that (28) g = gil • E ' gl • For the proof see Gantmacher [7] . LEMMA 7*. If e, . are contained in wZT 2 , satisfy e2 _ i =1 and are conjugate to each other with respect to G, then there exists n E N such that (29)1=nn_1 PROOF. Suppose we have two Cartan decompositions of a compact real semi-simple algebra c with respect to two involutions e,1 respectively, g=+~/-1 (with respect to E) , = T1+ V/-1 P1 (with respect to E1). E and1 are contained in the same component w;G, for example. Then I n lj = 1 n fj = i7. Let there exist some g E G such that 1 = gg-1. Then g transforms into 1, /-1p into ~/-1p 1 respectively. As t is a Cartan subalgebra of I and of 11 so is g(bj). Let K1-1 in G. In virtue of Lemma 5 g(t) is conjugate to t with respect to K1, and there exists k1 E K1 such that k1(l) = g(i) and l = ki lg(lj3 ). Since a Cartan subalgebra of c containing is unique and coincides with the centralizer of t in g, we have ki lg(Ij) = I) and kjlg E N. k1 g transforms into 1, and /-1p into /'1p respectively, so we get 1= kl lg(ki lg)~1• Let Gu be a connected compact semi-simple group with Lie algebra gu, and an involutive automorphism Q of Gu be defined : 6 : Gu-~ Gu and o : gu-~ gu. ci has a Cartan decomposition with respect to 6 : gu = +s,/-1 p. Let ~u be a Cartan subalgebra of c such that bu n I be a Cartan subalgebra of . I is called the "fundamental Cartan subalgebra " by Harish-Chandra. ~u is invariant for 6. Let Z be the centre of Gu. We define 0 and Oo by (26). Let ~1u~Tu, flu=hnl~Tu, Ilu= -n~/-1pr Tu. Tu=TuTu, Tu CK where 1~K.
PROPOSITION 6. For any u E 0, there exist v E Gu, e E Tu , z E Z such that * This lemma was proved by S. Murakami in his lecture at Univ . of Tokyo in 1962. Also see his paper [17] . U also operates on L1R• Let W6 be the subgroup of W consisting of elements which commute with 6, and NQ = c-'(W0). We take a representative element w in c(w) for each w W and denote it by w = w(w). Suppose ez Tu Z be contained in Oo, then by (32) ez = n • z00(n)1 (n N, zo Zn Oo). Therefore c(n) = c(a(n)). We put c(n) = w, and n = wa, w = ca(w), a Tu. w lies in W0. We have z = w0(a)zoa-'6(w)-' = w6(a)a-'zo6(w)' = wa(w)-1z0U(w)U(a)a-'6(w)-'. a(a)a-' Tu and w makes i and rju invariant respectively, because w W0. Therefore a(w)a(a)a-1a(w)-' TI';. We define the set We have C b, ACC B. We put o1 = Ad (wa) Q. Q1 operates on bC as a conjugate isomorphism.
Let f/1 be the set of 61-fixed elements of )C• Then lj1 is a real form of bC, and therefore Ad r-1() is a Cartan subalgebra of ~. As 1 contains a regular element of g, and AC is a Cartan subgroup of GC, G n Ad r-1(AC) = Al is a Catran subgroup of G in the sense of Harish-Chandra. Therefore S always contains a Cartan subgroup of G.
We define the subsets of positive roots:
P+1= {a E P, a1(a) > 0}, (42) P!1= {a E P, a1(a)<0}.
The Lie algebra of S is (43)) = Ad r-1(n1+I1) where
is a subalgebra of nC. In particular, if P.1= ~b then S = Al is an abelian group. If t) is a fundamental Cartan subalgebra of g,
and if we take the order of (tjR)* (the dual space of L1R) such that for 2 E lj
For any a d, we have a 4/_f )f ~ 0, as is easily proved. Seeing that 6(P) _ -P and w(P) ~ P, for any w * 1 W, In case of w=1, (44) becomes
where is a maximal abelian subalgebra of ~. In this case, has a maximal dimension and such is a maximal solvable subalgebra of g [14] . Moreover, it seems to me that this is the only case where has a maximal dimension, but I can not prove it in general.
Let T = where T Ijr, T-c V -1 i . We claim:
(50) Tin&o=T,.nT_ PROOF. Let a T n Do then a2 =1. Let gu be the centralizer of a in g and cur Gu in Gu. a lies in the centre of Gu. As gu is invariant with respect to Q, so is Gu. Gu contains T. Since a E 9, there exists k E K such that a E k . T-• k-1. But any elements of k T-• k-1 commute with a, so kT-k_1 C Gu, and Ad k(//-1 Ij~) is a maximal abelian subalgebra in cu n 4%/-1 ~. By
Lemma 8 there exists k1 Gun K such that kT-k_1 = k1T-kj 1, because 's,/-1 Ijp C gun 4/--1.
Hence a kT-k-1 = k1T-kl 1 and k1 commutes with a, a E T~. q. e. d. COROLLARY. T~~ [7' o] consists of only one element. CONJECTURE. The number of G-orbits in B\GC which have the smallest dimension is one, and this orbit is isomorphic to the coset space G by the maximal solvable subgroup S defined by (49).
Next we shall find the relation between orbit spaces and conjugate classes of Cartan subalgebras of g. The same result was obtained by H. Matsumoto independently.
We recall that o = {u6(u)1 n(T) ; u Gu} where J2(T) is a normalizer of T in Gu 
C) j=1
We have arrived at: THEOREM 3. Let 1j1, b2, , ljr be standard Cartan subalgebras of g and lju, Q, , t be their compact form. Let Tu be a maximal torus corresponding to t and ~j be the normalizer of T, in Gu for each j. Then 9(m, n, R) = the set of real matrices with m lines and n columns. gr(n, C) = l!J1(n, n, C). gl(n, R) = J (n, n, R). u(n) = the set of skew hermitian matrices. du(n) = the set of skew hermitian matrices whose traces are zero. ?r(n, C) (or ~(n, R)) = the set of complex (or real) square matrices whose traces are zero. He(n) = the set of hermitian matrices. Sy(n, C) (or Sy(n, R)) = the set of complex (or real) symmetric matrices, o(n, C) (or o(n)) = the set of complex (or real) skew symmetric matrices. tX = transposed matrix of X. det X = determinant of X. X = complex conjugate of X. T r(X) = trace of X. 1. GC = SL(n, C), G = SL(n, R), Gu = SU(n), K= SO(n), then Z = {scalar matrices with determinants 1}, = {skew symmetric, real}, ~/--1 skew hermitian, trace = 0}. We put n = 2v or 2v+1 according or odd. If we put cp2 = 0 or ir, 1 <_ i cpy+1= 0 (mod 2irZ integers) suitably, we obtain all e, e2 =1.
On the other zo (z) =1 for any z Z. And if z 0, then 2 =1 . Z C 9 and therefore ez Oo. By Proposition 6, 0 = Oo and P = tbo. This fact is well-known and can be proved by a direct method.
If GC is replaced by the ad joint group of SL(n, C), 0 * Oo in general. This occurs for example in case n = 2v and
But g.Z can not be written in the form g1 . gl iZ for any element of SL(n, C). For, if we put gl 1 = b~(11 g12 , where g11 v X v matrix, then /~ --g12 g11 = A gl' 12), g21 g22 g22 g21 g21 g22 22 v=1 .
-g12 ` Ag11 , g11 _ g22 = Ag21 g21 ~g22 g12 = 12 2g12, g22 = I A I2g22 for some A E C.
But these equations are impossible except for g12 = g22 = 0 and therefore except for gj 1=0, which is impossible. This fact is deduced also from Proposition (12), (12)(34) (12), (13) These two elements are congruent with each other mod T;. The total= n (). These manifolds are very important in the theory of unitary representations as Gelfand and Graev have shown in [11] . They have shown, when n =4, that these manifolds have explicit parametric representations.
When n = 2v, it is easily generalized as follows : Let Pn-1 be the projective space of (n-1) complex dimension, z= (zii' : z22' :
: zn2') be v homogeneous coordinates 1 < i c v, and z = (zc1) zc2) ... z(v') Pn-1 X Pn-1 X ... x P1 _ Q,
zn, We define Q~, Q- where -X11-X22, X21= Xi2 = skew symmetric of degree v-1. The set of ele~ ments of gu which commute with a is a subalgebra gu of gu, g' is o 4nvariant..
Let s/-1Ij be any maximal abelian subalgebra contained in ~/T' and let -/-1Iy cT;". If a E e0, then a E Tu', because a lies in the centre of C' which is an analytic group corresponding to g' and because ~/-1is also maximall abelian in
Any element of such ~/-1j, for example, has a form
But a can not be written in the form exp H, and so a does not lie in 9.
. We have found that Q Oo and so 'P 'Pa. We must make in experimentt whether wa E P is contained in ?o or not. H (t1, t2, ... , tv) (coordinate of H).
Suppose (P. A)2=1, then PAPA=P2P-IAPA=1, therefore P2=1, P-1APA=1. P is written as the sum of transpositions, for example, P _' (I1, 2) (j3, 14), , (12r-1, 12r).
(P-1AP. A)(t1, t2, ... , t)=(s2.1s1t1, s ~s2t2, ... , s2.~s t)=(t1, t2, ... , t )-
Consequently, =1, s12s2 =1, ... , s~~sv =1. Since P 2 =1, i1 .-il, i2 = i2, • • • , 2Y = 2 y, and so szsss =1 1 < s < v.
Thus E j1 = E 92, x13-E14, ~~2r-1 _ ~J2r and for other indices j, s;-arbitrary.
The characterization of conjugate classes of order 2 in W is the following (see [18] ) : Let the compliment of the set {I1, 12, 13, j4, , jar-1, 12r} in {1, 2, , v} be {k1, k2, , -2r}, and the number of sks 1 < s <_ -v-2r which are equal to 1 be p. If PA and P'A' in W are conjugate to each other, then (r, p) coincides with (r', p'). Conversely if (r, p) = (r', p'), then PA and P'A' are conjugate in W. We choose representative in each conjugate class, P=(12)(34) (2r-12r)
Now we will ask if Do coincides with 0. 
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